
The Villages Archery Cllub
Meeting Agenda

14 Aug 2017

Welcome:
The Pledge of Allegiance 

Financial Report:
Last Month Balance: $2975.45
             
Old Business:

Range Meister
August Charlie Campney
September Don Driscoll
October Ken Woolley
November Rod Burge
December Dee Steinheiser

The archery program at The Villages Elementary School will began on Thursday,
Aug 10 and run through Thursday, October 5.  The weekly sessions begin at 
3pm at the range directly across from the Buffalo Glen softball field.  We had 22 
kids.

Targets 1 through 5 have the five ring target faces.  The scoring rings on these 
faces are the same as the 122cm faces.  The smaller faces cost just over a buck 
whereas the 122cm faces cost nearly 5 bucks.  Please stagger these faces to 
optimize wear.  If we need the full size faces for the Monday morning shoots, 
they can be put up and then taken down and the smaller faces can be used.  Ken
will order more of these target faces.

There is a rack of found arrows inside of the archery room.  Many of these 
arrows have been there for many months.  In the future, these arrows will be 
dated and if they are not claimed in a certain period of time, they will be added to 
the supply of club arrows.

The treasurers books were audited and al is well.

In order to maximize the use of our targets, please rotate the target faces.  
Target faces should be rotated clockwise about 90 degrees on a weekly basis.

The last Camp Villages was held on Aug 3.  We had about 30 kids for this event. 
Total for the year was nearly 100 kids.
 



New Business:

The remainder of the meeting was a show and tel regarding what kind of arrows 
and how to pick the correct arrow for your use.

http://villagesarcheryclub.com   

http://villagesarcheryclub.com/

